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A Free Guide with 198 French Phrases & Expressions to Better Understand Spoken French. Includes Real-Life Examples and MP3 to
Work on Your Prounciation.Â Check your inbox to confirm your subscription and download 198 French Phrases & Expressions. I use
cookies to ensure that I give you the best experience on my website. If you continue to use this site, I will assume that you are happy
with it.Ok. Trying to find some French phrases? Below we have listed many useful expressions including: Greeting Phrases | Farewell
Expressions | Holidays and Wishes | How to Introduce Yourself | Romance and Love Phrases | Solving a Misunderstanding | Asking for
Directions | Emergency Survival Phrases | Hotel Restaurant Travel Phrases | Daily Expressions | Cuss Words (Polite) | Writing a Letter |
Short Expressions and words. Also don't forget to check the rest of our other lessons listed on Learn French. Enjoy the rest of the
lesson!Â Enjoy these French expressions, but don't forget to bookmark this page for future reference. English. French Phrases.
Greeting. Hi!Â The culture and people were very interesting. La culture et les gens Ã©taient trÃ¨s intÃ©ressants. I had a good time with
you. @inproceedings{Cassagne1995101FI, title={101 French idioms : understanding French language and culture through popular
phrases}, author={J. P. Cassagne}, year={1995} }. J. P. Cassagne. This whimsical collection of colloquialisms entertains students while
providing insight into French-language idioms, customs, and humor. Grouped according to theme - from "Our Animal Friends" to
"Speaking About the Body" to "Food for Thought" - the idioms are illustrated with humorous cartoons that provide keys to understanding
the literal and real meanings. Save to Library. Create

